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the researchers then found that the firmware directory can be
modified by re-flashing the device. they were able to update the

firmware directory by powering off the device and re-flashing it using
a piece of malware called a flash-cloner. the malware can be

downloaded by any user from a publicly accessible server. the flash-
cloner's author has published a description of how to configure it to
install the firmware directory on an affected device. the researchers

then conducted a number of tests to verify that the firmware
directory can be read and modified. they found that the firmware

directory can be read from the main memory by opening the device
and copying it to a file. they then verified that the firmware directory
can be modified and flashed to the device by re-flashing the device
using the flash-cloner. finally, they found that the firmware directory

can be read by any software running on the device, including the
operating system and the network interface controller. eclypsiums
findings underscore the urgent need to make firmware validation a

basic part of the development process for almost all computing
devices, especially peripherals, chief security officer at eclypsium,

jean-pierre bocchillon told the security ledger. the firmwares found in
many low-cost smartphones, cameras and even smart tvs contain
serious security flaws that can leave these devices open to attack,
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eclypsium said. the problem was that many of these peripherals
vendors failed to validate the firmware versions they loaded before
using them in the devices. the researchers found firmware signed

with a sha256 hash of a private key that could only be brute forced
with about a year of time, and it was identified only once. this means

that an attacker could do a brute force attack on the device using
only a limited amount of time to identify the vulnerability.
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a2: this service means, the firmware you uploaded can not
guarantee that the firmware you downloaded is updated to the latest
one that is not signed. so you need to trust your own self. or you can
check the software code version from the update file that is listed on

the website. a5: it is the software update, including the hardware
software update, the firmwares of the hardware, the firmware and

the boot loader, bootloader, bootloader, the user's pc operating
system, the user's mobile phone, the network, the network, the

network, the network. the exact technology depends on the
manufacturer. the researchers had their sunplus box t v1.4 build [13]
analyze the firmware of one of their test systems. their goal was to

explore the firmware updates and apply them to their own version of
the sunplus box t v1.4. they did this through the device's usb port. to

protect the device's firmware, they modified the kernel's device
driver to block access to the device during the boot process and to

prevent the device from being mounted as a block device (it is not a
usb mass storage device). a stock sunplus box t v1.4. firmware

release, however, should not be blocking or require any
modifications to the kernel. when the researchers applied the

firmware update, however, they were unable to get the device to
boot. this probably means that the device was not in firmware

update mode, and there are no security risks here. it is also likely
that the researchers could not apply the firmware update because
the device was not in a clean state. for example, the researchers
installed the firmware update and then rebooted the device after

applying it, which would wipe the firmware image from the device's
flash memory. this may have prevented the device from booting. the

researchers suggest that sunplus should provide a clean install
image that you can use when you first install the device. 5ec8ef588b
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